Free space optical secret key agreement.
Free space optical (FSO) communications are enabling high-speed global wireless networks. Thanks to the highly directional nature of laser beam, they also yield a greater security advantage over radio frequency counterparts. When combined with a scheme of secret key agreement (SKA), FSO-SKA can establish at high speed a symmetric secret key which cannot be decrypted even by unbounded computer resources. Although there have been many theoretical studies on SKA, experimental investigations have been quite lacking, especially on quantifying eavesdropping risks and secret key rates in realistic environment. Here, we report the first full-field implementations of FSO-SKA in a 7.8-km terrestrial link with a probing station, enabling the estimation of eavesdropping risks. We attain the final key rates from 100 kbps to 7.77 Mbps under various atmospheric and beaming conditions even with total losses of 55dB or higher, in which known quantum key distribution schemes attain impractically low key rates.